
Hitachi’s Approach for Smart Factory, 
and the Impact of COVID-19

Automation and digital transformation were already knocking at the door of the 
manufacturing sector, before the arrival of COVID-19. Now, the need for contactless factories, 
data integration and upgraded technology has become even more dire. This document 
describes Hitachi’s approach to Smart Factory, and the digital journey customers embark 
on to make it a reality.

Companies must start their digital journey by answering the following questions: 

a) Why do you want to adapt to Industry 4.0?
b) What are you looking to change?
c) How you want to approach this journey?

Pic.1 Hitachi Approach for the Digital Journey
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Hitachi believes that IoT should support business needs (see pic.1). Implementing technolo-
gy, and then searching for its purpose and added value for a business is useless. And while 
technology is signi�cant for digital transformation, factory workers are still the most import-
ant commodity and asset factory operators have. People make the change, and technology 
is the carrier of this change. Therefore, our factory experts spend a signi�cant amount of 
time on the shop �oor with frontline workers, to assess and understand our client’s process-
es.

Optimization is also important outside of the shop �oor. The digital journey requires com-
mitment from the top tiers of the organizational chart. C-Suite support ranks as the number 
one success factor of the digital journey.

For some companies who are launching small projects, they are looking for quick results, 
and, instead encounter disappointment when the desired result is not achieved. Why? 
Because the added value of to the E2E process is minor, and it often does not �t into their 
digital strategy and road map.

Hitachi believes that a solid business model, and a solid plan for the IoT journey matters 
more than speed.

To summarize, IoT is a business journey, not an IT journey. Industry 4.0 and IoT are ultimately 
the carrier for achieving business improvement.
 

Optimization may bring initial improvement, but large jumps in performance 
come from holistic innovation. In other words, lightbulbs did not come from 
optimizing a candle.

Our approach begins with the analysis of the client’s business, as well as its operational and 
labor KPIs. Historical KPI data and trends indicate past improvements. We work with the 
client to de�ne what works, what doesn’t, what needs to change, and why it needs to 
change. For example, we help identify shortcomings like poor lead times, long downtimes, 
maintenance issues, high scrap rates and more. The challenge of the �rst step is recognizing 
what could be a good target KPI. 

The standards we measure against, during an assessment, originate from several Japanese 
manufacturing principles (see pic. 2). Our approach is to digitize these principles through 
our Manufacturing Insight™ platform, powered by Lumada.

“ ”



Pic.2: Japanese manufacturing principles

Interestingly enough, most factories share similar pain points (see pic. 3). According to our 
research and experience, manufacturers �nd that production rarely goes as planned. 
Operational KPIs are not always present, and even when collecting data to determine them, 
it ends up being a waste of time. This is especially true when corrective actions aren’t 
always guaranteed. Productivity is also a�ected by sudden downtimes and failures, often 
taking too long to �x.

Pic.3  Pain Points in Manufacturing

Out of all the pain points, the most important one is the morale of the workers. They must 
understand where the digital journey is going, and what the bene�t is for each one of them. 
The fear of losing their job must be a variable that is not in play. 



Pic.4: Correlation between shop �oor and business KPIs

It is also vital to connect business and operation KPIs in order to understand their total 
impact. In this case, it’s not the data that matters most, but the context. It is this context 
that allows one to understand how shop �oor performance is impacting the business (see 
pic.4).

In the 4M approach, “Man” is central to smooth operations. Hitachi’s video intelligence solu-
tions can improve workforce behaviour through personal safety, productivity, and quality 
assurance enhancements. After assessing pain points, the challenge becomes collecting 
shop-�oor data, and identifying which correlations bring them into context. The context of 
data and its impact on performance KPIs, must be visualized so that everyone can easily 
understand its overall in�uence. With this insight, improvement actions can be implement-
ed, and their e�ect on KPIs can be tracked.

Pic.5: Principle of Manufacturing 
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How Hitachi moves beyond assessment with clients

Co-creation is the core of our approach. We work with our partners, and their on-site 
experts, to quantify pain points for their manufacturing E2E operations. Hitachi uses its rich 
history, experience and Japanese principals to move step-by-step through the value-added 
assessment, to create a detailed analysis. We integrate all stakeholders, in accordance with 
Monozukuri - the Japanese manufacturing principal focused on pride, craftmanship, inno-
vation, and the pursuit of perfection. We also look deep into the client’s maturity level to 
assess its status in the digital journey as well.

Working together, Hitachi and its stakeholders identify the right use cases to apply 
date-gathering technology to collect data, connect assets and quickly generate analysis 
that provides deep insights and context into production processes. By having this insight, 
Hitachi’s manufacturing experts can implement improvement actions. 

Most often, the necessary �x is not a one-o� solution, but more like a single ingredient that 
is essential to Hitachi’s holistic-solution approach to the entire  value chain. Once the pain 
points are identi�ed, Hitachi will work with the customer to “co-innovate” by integrating its 
R&D, manufacturing & IT experts into the solution-creation process. Put simply, Hitachi 
does not look to just tell a company what to do and how to do it. Instead, it looks for the 
right technology and the right solutions for each customer’s situation.

Different levels of the digital factory journey 



The �rst phase includes implementing basic digitization to the shop �oor.
This might mean installing cameras, microphones or other kinds of sensors 
to begin visualizing operational data. Trends will be easily detected on the 
KPI level. 

Questions we address: What level of data collection and reporting is avail-
able? Is there an automated digital report which includes the data collected? 
Is this report available to management? Does it come in multiple reports 
containing a mix of manual data?

Level 1: Visualization

Level 2: Integration

Companies then move to the point where they can synthesize the data in 
an integrated way. This allows both upstream and downstream parts of the 
process to begin.

Manual data recording is replaced by an automated system for data collec-
tion. Reporting combines operational data and IT data, much like an ERP 
system.

Level 3: Analysis

At this level, companies improve control over factory processes through 
analysis of historical data as well as descriptive analysis. Companies can 
understand what is happening in a factory at any given moment, and 
manage the processes more e�ectively. 

Rather than simple historical reporting and dashboards, analysis is per-
formed to spot trends, anomalies and correlations.



Level 4: Predictive

Predictive analytics can unlock a great deal of value—for example, alerting 
companies on how current practices will eventually lead to bottlenecks 
and quality problems.

Data is used to predict future events and outcomes, and mathematical 
algorithms can be used for predictive maintenance. Based on observed 
conditions of the assembly lines or components – combined with 
future-usage information – Hitachi’s solutions can predict when replace-
ment of parts or service/maintenance is needed.  Essentially, information 
around work orders, raw-material quality, assembly parts quality, toleranc-
es of physical production and more, are considered and evaluated to 
predict factory output.

Level 5: Prescriptive

Here, not only do technologies predict what will happen, they will also 
provide suggestions or prescriptions of what to do to minimize the nega-
tive impact of the event. This includes automatic ordering of new raw 
materials, automatic setting of factory con�gurations, dynamic scheduling 
of work orders, and automatic scheduling for maintenance.

Level 6: Symbiotic

The �nal and most advanced stage includes a factory functioning with a 
high level of intelligence built into its systems. Using arti�cial intelligence, 
the factory can be self-healing and self-adjusting. This system will detect, 
for example, which factories use similar machines, which machines are 
approaching an issue, and how other machines can continue working 
while avoiding those machines needing maintenance. 



Impact of COVID-19 and Hitachi Solutions

COVID-19 has changed so many aspects of manufacturing and how factories operate. However, a compa-
ny’s digital journey can continue, and in some cases, be accelerated due to necessity. Here are some exam-
ples Hitachi is helping partners accelerate solutions with the current COVID-19 situation: 

The level of automation must increase to reduce human-to-human interaction and increase productivity
• JR Automation, our subsidiary, has a long tradition in automation, collaborative robotics/co-botics, and 
autonomous materials movement – all of which can reduce people density on the line
• Increased number of AGVs in factory to reduce human-to-human interaction: material transport by 
AGVs to the line

Supply chain must be viewed from a competitive risk lens, instead of a competitive cost lens. 
• Hitachi’s Supply Chain Optimizer helps reduce risk via simulation to achieve best result
• Hitachi’s Stock Level Optimizer simulates new warehouses and new supplier networks

Remote services are becoming a fundamental part of every business
• Hitachi Lift is a great example of using predictive maintenance for spare parts management for stone 
crusher machines
• Transparency and remote access to KPI: Manufacturing Insights™ connects all assets and gives the 
needed data from shop �oor data to business data
• Remote controlled factories, real-time decision-making capabilities with connected assets

We have to rethink our classical work shifts in order to optimise the output of our factories. 
The hours can be planned but the they may not be the same every day.
• Flexible work hours and shift management through automated smart production planning
• Hygienic care will be much more important, physical distance, mouth protection: video intelligence 
can support this new normal

If you cannot grow, you have to improve factory performance to stay competitive
• Manufacturing Insights™ provides insights into all business and process KPIs to implement improve-
ment actions
• Energy management is more important than ever to reduce CO2, H-Vision is a software for energy 
management to support companies to save energy
• Water management is crucial to eliminate water-waste

Quickly increase factory automation level

Shift the supply chain paradigm, from cost & competitiveness to robustness

Push towards remote control and services

Caring for workers while maintaining agility

Improve productivity when there is no revenue growth



In Summary
Hitachi believes in working with clients, as partners, to quickly implement holistic solutions to 
address factory problems, via a comprehensive assessment phase and institutional client 
knowledge, to generate applicable uses of advanced analytics and technology to achieve 
factory optimization. Hitachi will implement and re�ne those technologies so that its clients 
are ready for the challenges of today and tomorrow. Hitachi believes in prioritizing people 
and working methodically, to implement solutions that keep workers safe. Overall, Hitachi is 
working to ensure that each factory is performing at its best level, at all times.

If you would like more information about Hitachi GSIB and our manufacturing capabilities 
and platforms, please visit https://social-innovation.hitachi.com/or contact Erhan Serbest at 
Mobile: +49 (0) 173 9946808 E-Mail: erhan.serbest@hitachi-eu.com.
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